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Answers must be written inside the adjacent answer boxes.  All answers must be written in exact, reduced, simplified, and rationalized form.   
All decimals and mixed numbers must be written as improper fractions (unless requested otherwise in the problem).   
No calculators, books, or other aides may be used. 

 

1. Find the sum of the distinct roots of .  (1 point)  02x3x 3 =−−
 

2. If  and , find all value(s) of A for which the two lines are parallel. (1 point) 6x2y += 0Ayx3 =+  

3. Nohj is a very unhealthy alien.  He takes two different medicines each day, where one medicine costs on 
more Rallod than the other.  In three Thrae weeks (each Thrae week is 11 Thrae days), Nohj spends a 
total of 429 Rollads.  How much does the more expensive medicine cost? (1 point) 

 

4. The Restaurant at the End of the Universe carries 3 starter dishes, 5 main dishes, and 3 dessert dishes.  
Zaphod, who is famished, orders one of each type of dish.  How many different meal combinations can 
Zaphod order?  (1 point) 

 

5. Write an arithmetic expression with maximum value using three one-digit numbers and operations from 
the order of operations.  Do not evaluate.  An example of a valid expression is (3 + 3)5. (2 points) 

 

6. Find absolute value (or magnitude) of ( )
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7. Travis is passing by the new planetarium on Mars.  He sees an inscription that says 
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k ik 1−=i .  Travis, being a genius, quickly simplifies the summation 

correctly and takes out his spray paint to paint the answer.  Sadly, Travis was arrested by three little 
green aliens for vandalism.  What value did Travis spray paint? (2 points) 

 

8. The Space Sphinx asks a lonely traveler the following question: “What is the average of a and b given 

the equations 
2
5loglog =+ ab ba and 64ab = ?” Although the traveler is weary, he is also a 

descendent of Fermat, Gauss, and Euler, and so he answers the question correctly.  What is the answer to 
the Space Sphinx’s question? (2 points) 

 

9. How many ordered triples of positive integers (x, y, z) satisfy the following equation: x + y + z = 9?     
(3 points) 

 

10. Homer is reading a rocketry textbook. He is looking at a diagram on the middle page, whose page 
number is variable A. Given that Homer has read every page starting from Page 1 up to and including 
this page A and the sum of the number of digits in each page from 1 to A, inclusive, is 249, how many 
pages are in Homer’s book? (We define the middle page as the page where there is the same number of 
pages before as after.  For example, page 3 is the “middle page” of a 5 page book.)  (3 points) 

 

11. A group of rocket scientists have found the distance between two pieces of metal for their new rocket to 
be 2721133 ++−  mm.  However, they have no algebra skills, and cannot simplify the radical.  
Simplify the radical (cannot have one radical inside another) for the scientists. (3 points) 

 

12. Three married couples (6 people) are traveling to space in a 6-seat spaceship. If all the seats are in one 
row, how many ways can the travelers sit if each person cannot sit next to the person they are married 
to? (4 points) 
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